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Ab�ract 

Sets of test position� are 岨 important tool for finding problem areas 泊 gameprogr健闘・ Compared
to test øets 田ed in chess, we f，僻1 that curr佃lt test �ts for shogi have some imp位tant shortcomings. 
In this paper we pr<司pose a new test øet, which is more genωal th岨 the onωproposed earlier and also 
points to certain problem 町'eas in ∞Imputer shogi that need to be add:悶sed. The te� ・et con血ts
of 100 positio:田&唖1m Shukan Shogi that co'叫d not be solved by TODAI SﾘOGI 5, GB回SAsm 2 岨d
Al SHOGI 2003. By using the analysis tools in these progræ回 we discovered the foDowing problem 
&reas: 岨 horizon eft'ect due to CQ田ecutive chl民ks， not calling the t四mesh，噸 ωIver d伺p in the �arch 
tree, inaccurate evaluation 伽ction， problems with mate using unpromoted pieces，泊correct f，償問d
pruning，DundBcienthardw町'e speed 岨d problems with the time allocation. 
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1 Introduction 

Testing is a vital software engineering tool. To 
properly test software, it is import岨.t that the softｭ
ware requirement spec泊cations are d個rly defined. 
However, in general such requirement specificatioDS 
do not exist or they cannot be 伺.sily tr岨slated into 
test requirements. Here ag，必D， games provide a simｭ
plification of a complex problem. The requirement8 
ofgame 回，ftware c岨 be easily defined: the program 
should play strongly. Game programmers usually 
take the reverse approach: the program should not 
play weakly, iふ the number of bad mov，ωshould 
be minimized. 
To meet this requirement, a test set should pr(ト

vide information about specific problem ar，伺sinthe 
program, i.e. the types of positions that the pr'か
gram does not play welt To properly 回S舗s this, the 
test set ideally should cover all potential problem 
are剖・ To devise a test set that meets this requireｭ
ment is not an 伺sy t回k. Programs will DOt play 
:ßawlessly，回 problemsw迎 appear 泊 eachg健闘姐d
組副総錫m岨.t must be made about which probl佃S
have priority. Most programm偲軍陣:ve problematic 
positio脳会om the games that were played. Thωe 
positions be∞me program-specific test sets repreｭ
sentative for a class of positions that the program 
could not handle we1l. Keeping such positio:回国
a 咊ture point of reference is impo此岨.t， b舵auøe
温話Dg ODe thing c岨 br倒k 回mething else. Mak-

ing sure that something that worked before is still 
working is 細other important feature of a test set. 

Creating an incremental test 鈍t in this way is 岨
important tool, but there are some drawbacks. The 
main drawback is that the test set is sp舵ific to a 
single program. The problem ar伺s of one program 
are not necessarily the same 舗 those of a difFerent 
program, 80 these test positioDS c岨DOt easily be 
used to compare ditTerent programs. Another drawｭ
back is that the positions are selected subjectively 
by the programmer(s). Even though they are the 
exp釘tsωncerning the beha:吋.or of their program, 
it is p伺sible that they wroDgly 幽sess the problem 
in a position or become too preoccupied with cerｭ
凶D problems, neglecting others. It is al却 P伺si

ble that import阻.t problem ar伺s are overlooked. 
Especially in a g:創De com.munity with only a small 
numb位。fstrongωmpetitors， playing the same opｭ
ponent m岨Y t.凶es w迎。nly rev，伺1 a subset of the 
problems. 

Therefore, it is important to have test 総ts that 
陶t a wide variety of potential problem ar錨S 組d
that have been d岨gned wi出.out a specific program 
in mind. In ch，舗 there have been a number of p静
p08ed t剖 sets， each with their OWD specific properｭ
tiω. Compared to this, only little work h回 b舵B
done for test design in oth位 games. Esp伺ally

泊 shogi， where the strongest programs now have 
reached a level where it is b旬。凶Dg hard for prか
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grammers to understand the problems ot their p静
grams, a good set ot test posi低ons could help to 
tocus the research e1forts on ar樋s that req'凶re imｭ
provement. 

Some 同t sets have be個 propo鈍d tor shogi, but 
in this paper we w辺町guethatth僻 test sets have 
some important shortcomings. To oompare test 鈍，ts

inch倒 with test sets in shogi, we w迎 start wi出
a short overvi何 ot 必ft'erent test 回ts in chess and 
their teatures in S白紙on2. In Sωion3wew迎也
pl必n that test sets in shogi are either not g個eral

enough or c岨not be expected to accurate1y point 
out problem ar倒 inoomputer shogi programs. Our 
appr側関h包 toconstruct a test 艇tthatis di錨.culttor
oomputer programs. To 剖僻錨 this， we have 剖sem

bled 100 positio回 thatnone otthe current top shogi 
programs c組制，lve. Thoωe positions are prωented 
inS伺tion 4. F町thermore， we are not only interｭ
ested in the positions that cannot be 釦Jved， but we 
d釦 W岨，t to know why th.ωe posi恥田町唱必1Iìc叫.t.
Wehave 祖鍵d the 岨.aly血 tooJs ofs位ongcompu加

shogi 田ftwareto make assessm個.ts abo'叫 the probｭ
l畑町制. These prぬ，lem ar，錨s are 偲p1ained in 
S舵tion 5. During our tests, a new version of one of 
the programs we used be儲me avai1able 岨dp町紙al

test results tor this program are given in S卸値on 6. 
A】曲ough it is not the main purp伺e of our test set, 
theposil“.onsc岨 d踊 be田edfor ∞mpl!凶nghum岨

a first test f4侃 new progr&I回.

A more chaß個ging tωt 嗣:t is the LCT n test, 
d姐gned by Frederic Louguet (author ot the prが
gram Coss WIZARD). 百is test set has 35 p叫
tio回 wi曲 a good bal岨.ce be何回n strategic, tactiｭ
cal and endgame p個itions. The program 8BBBDｭ
DBR (the runner-up in the latest ICGA World Comｭ
puter Chess Championship) is repo成ed to have 
solved 94% of the LCT n p姐tio田 [5]. An泊蜘・
ωting teat町'e ofthe LCT n t錨t set is that 岨 ELO
rating 伺.n be calcalated 告。mthe solved positions. 
B幽ed on this calcu1ation, the rating of 8BBBDDBR 
h 制加剖ed at 2785 何回mum 2950). U血g the 
answers to t剖 positions tor estimating ELO rating 
W踊a1ready pro:戸蹄d in 1984 by Grot'岨ng [1]. 
It is not only impωt岨色 that a test set is g'岨

eral, but a1so that it is 砧:e1y to pr。吋de iDf町ma録。n
abo叫 sp偲温c pro副畑町制 of the programs. In 
d倒， Lindner [6] proposed a 蹴 otpositions that 
were 割問medto be paJ:ticularly hard伽 compu畑s
to 回Ive. An import岨.t observa低価 byI血dnerw副

that finding the ~句 move in a position do句 DOt
au'句matically me.岨 that the position is solved. We 
w剖 h畑総e that this is al同 aproblem ot t鍋鶴u
in shogi. 
印~her proposed tωt sets 伽 chess c岨 be 伽Dd

in [2, 1町.

peñorm岨.ce with ∞'mp叫e置 peñorm岨ce. Howthis 
制 be done is 句凶ed in Section 7. We 岨dt凶 S
paper with conclusions 岨d 四邸:estions tor future 
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work 泊 Section 8. 

2 Test Sets for Chess 

The Bratk(トKopec 総st set is a f'amo田恒国nple of 
atωt set 伽也舗[司. Even though t油 test 制
。，t 24 positions w剖個iginally intended to ∞，mpare 

human 岨d oomputer peñorman，悦 inch倒， it h幽
been widely u蜘d to comp位e the strength ot chess 
programs. The tωt is a mix ot 12 tactical posiｭ
tio脳血d 12 strategical positions. The tactical p<ト
sitions are usually rather e剖y 伽 chess progr創出，
but the strategic positions are st剖 hard 岨d 副会ぽ
掴 the authors know, no ch舗 program h剖 b偶E
able to 00:沼田tly 踊，lve all 24 positioDS. Another 
陶t 総t that has oft個 b偶n used in ∞mputer cho倒

are the 300po耐ons from Reinf'e1d's b∞k Win at 
Ohess [11]. Th，鍋 p姐低.ons were clearly not d• 
signed with computer ch倒 in mind and are m.伺tly

of a tactical nature. Alm.ωt all posi伝.ons are rath，位
e剖yto solve tor strong programs. For個unple， the 
program L.UIJBCBOP, a strong but no色 a top p置か
gram， rep偲tedly 伺，lved 286 out ot 300 p姐tions 凶.
Theref泊e， the Reinf'e1d positio回目em倒tly used 掴

For shogi, the import岨.ce ota 醐 oft倒 probleJ回
was r，側斜zed by Matsubara and Iida [7, 9, 8]. 
M回， OD the web si'陶 ot Yam副hita [1司 (pro・
8制lD1er ot the CSA World ChampioD Y88) 岨d
h蹴[叫 (main programmer of m耐.ple CSA 
World ChampiOD 18 SBOGI), a small number of陶t
p岨紙onsis ~柑lableto∞'mparedift'erent programs. 
The test 総t by Matsubara 岨.d Iida h描 b僧D deｭ

scribed in de凶1 組d is therefore the easi倒旬組問
S倒. The t剖 set ∞，nsists of 48 positions taken 
from the game scores of proteu帥al play'倒. As far 
掴 we kDOW the game scω'es 告。m which the p倒L
tions were tak個 have Dot b栂Dmade public, but at 
most thr僧 positions were taken 念。，ma single game 
score，釦 more 白血 16 dift句岨，t games were used t。
ωmpile the t剖 positions.

The positio回 were se1回ted byan 信:pert play，位

(lida, a 6-d岨 professional shogi player). Each pか
sition represented 同，me problem to b母舶，lved， the 
創asw，偲 to this problem w幽 UDÏque 岨.d the p個S・

姐onw剖 untAmjJjar• The 鈍t of posi話。田 W幽 first

giveD to hum岨 players to estabJish aωm田tiOD
betw.僧n the number of 釦，lved posi“。国岨d playｭ
ing str個.gth.

The aim of the Mat四，bara-Iid・ tωt set w剖 t。
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judge the 蜘ength of∞mput位 progr&I回. Wethink 
that making a good 伺timate of playing s位ength by 
having a small test of 48 positions is d踊c曲. Playｭ
泊.g strength c岨 be established much more accuｭ
rately by playing a large number of games on the 
1nternet ag福田t different human opponents. Furｭ
thermore, if剖imating playing strength is the aim 
ofthe test set，岨 ELOcalculation based on this test 
set should be prω佃.ted 必miIar to the LCT II test 
inch伺s. Another problem ofthe test set is that the 
pos出0回 were selected by a human 偲pぽt. Despite 
Iida~ obvious knowledge about the inner workings 
of shogi programs, there is a difFerence between pか
sitions that are 必鑑佃lt to 回，lve for human players 
姐d computer programs, so we doubt that such a 
selection method c岨 1錨d to a well-balanced set of 
test posi紙ons. Also, because of the di島rence beｭ
tween what is di錨c叫t for human players 岨d for 
computer programs, the connection between playｭ
ing strength and the solved positions is unreliable. 
The test sets by Yam踊hita and Tanase have the 

drawbacks that they are very small. Ya担割hi旬、

te坦t set h剖 only 10 positions and 百nase's test set 
has 19. Our imprωsion is that thωe were positions 
that were considered important problems for YSS 
岨d 18 8ﾘOGI. It is not ev叩 clear if the problems 
are correct (i.e. they have a 血gle sol凶on). The 
positions may test vital problem areas, but because 
of the correctn倒 and generality issues，山e use of 
th句e two test sets is limited. 

4 A New Test Set for Shogi 

9-dan 組.d 4， 5.・dan. The p伺itions are middle game 
positio国掴d endgame positions with different tacｭ
tical themes like winning mat偲ial， b凶1占ng astrong 
attack, defending against the attack of the oppo・
nent 岨d mating. Because of the dißぽ.ent themes 
岨d wide r岨.ge of positions, we expected that p伺・
tions taken 企om Shukan Shogi were likely to point 
to di1ferent problem are，剖 in computer shogi. We 
wanted to make a test set with at le舗t a 100 pcト
sitions, to minimize the risk of creating a test set 
that focuses on only one or two problem are舗・

We used A1 SØOGI, TODAI 8�GI and GEKｭ
ISASﾘI to 回，lve the positions，回 we believe that 
these three programs are currently the strongest. 
In both the 2003 岨d 2004 CSA Computer Shogi 
Championships thωe three programs 貧nished :first, 
second 岨d third. At the time of testing, the folｭ
lowing versions of the programs were available: A1 
SﾘOGI 2003, TODAI SﾘOGI 5 皿d GEKISASﾘI 2. 
These were the versions used in our 岨alysis. Each 
program was given 30 seconds on a 2GHz Pentium 
4 to solve a position. This is a rather arbitrary time 
limit. For most test positions in chess the programs 
are given 10 minutes and there is no time limit for 
hum回同，lvers of the Shukan Shogi problems. St迦，
this time limit is close to the average time per move 
a shogi program h踊 in the CSA Computer Shogi 
World Championships. Strong shogi programs are 
expected to produce good moves in this amount of 
time. We will return to this 国ue late宜.

We should emphasize that the combined strength 
of the three programs w制 excellent. Fin必ng 100 
positio田 that none of the three programs co叫d
solve was much harder th個別 expected. More 

As pointed out, we want to create a set of test po・ th岨 1500 positions needed to be examined to 回
sitions that is both general and points to 副 m岨y semble a test 鈍t of 100 positions. The positions 
probl佃脱剖 in compu加 shogi 踊 P倒sible. To are giv，咽 in Table 1. Each p伺ition is coded with 
achieve this, we decided to look for positions that the week number that Shukan Shogi 舗signs to the 
could not be solved by 岨yoftheb倒 shogi pro-自 problems (we started con田ting in week 750 and 
grams currently on the market. Ther伽e， our ap-個ded with the nω-mo鴨 problems of week 1005) 
proach rωembles the approach that 1品dner took followed by a number giving the grade of the pro1r 
in ch倒岨d is di蜘ent from the test set con- lem (Fir&t Step = 1, Upper K:仰= 2, l-dan = 3, 
仰ucted by Matsubara and 五da. 1nstead of m錨・ ~-dan = 4， 9・dan= 5 凶 4， 5，・dan= 6). 
suring strength, we want to :find weakn倒ses. An additional feature of the positions in Shukan 

This 鈴lection method h回 the 信tra advantage Shogi is that for each position the percentage of reｭ
of ob 



No Gode Sol No Gode Sol No Gode Sol No Gode Sol No Gode Sol 
1 750-3 16% 21 804-6 16% 41 852・5 26% 61 910-5 57% 81 964-6 12% 
2 754-6 42% 22 8()8..3 26% 42 854-6 78% 62 920-6 26% 82 966-6 37% 
3 755-3 51% 23 808-5 16% 43 856-5 28% 63 921-2 36% 83 968-4 16% 
4 755-6 65% 24 809ド3 75% 44 856-6 26% 64 922・6 41% 84 9縦S・5 68% 
5 762-6 47% 25 812・6 52% 45 864-6 64% 65 924-6 37% 85 968同6 15% 
6 765-4 21% 26 8Uト6 30% 46 865-6 51% 66 925・5 52% 86 973ト5 25% 
7 765-6 44% 27 821-5 21% 47 871-4 82% 67 925・6 20% 87 977-3 76% 
8 76~ト5 36% 28 821・6 76% 48 873ト6 26% 倒 934-6 73% 88 9~5 36% 
9 772-4 83% 29 823-5 93% 49 877.・5 51% 69 935-2 95% 89 988戸2 58% 
10 773ト6 27% 30 823ト6 46% 50 879-4 26% 70 942・6 89% 90 988戸5 25% 
11 7~同 46% 31 825-6 85% 51 887-6 伺% 71 94~ト3 93% 91 9鎖}・6 57% 
12 783ト5 ?? 32 826-6 65% 52 891-5 35% 72 94~凶 18% 92 991・6 16% 
13 785-1 60% 33 828-6 86% 53 895・6 59% 73 951-6 15% 93 992戸5 75% 
14 785-4 44% 34 831・6 58% 54 898-6 28% 74 952・5 33% 94 993-6 11% 
15 785-5 36% 35 833-5 36% 55 899-3 78% 75 952・6 47% 95 99会6 82% 
16 786-2 22% 36 836-6 69% 56 900-4 82% 76 955・6 53% 96 995-4 73% 
17 786-6 16% 37 838ト6 78% 57 伺5・5 46% 77 957.・5 47% 97 1003-6 43% 
18 799ド5 40% 38 83~同 91% 58 906-3 51% 78 舗3ト4 43% 98 1005・2 66% 
19 8α3・6 34% 39 842-3 90% 59 908-5 93% 79 963崎 42% 99 1005-5 30% 
20 802-5 56% 却 846-5 62% 伺 908い6 58% 回 舗4-5 82% 100 1005-6 却%

Table 1: The proposed set of test positions with the pぽcentage of respondents that solved the position 

correctly. The pぽcentage of 783・5w回 unavailable.
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Figure 1: Horizon effect 邑xample
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Problem Area Analysis 

Byanaly血g the test positions with the 岨alysis
tools available in TODAI SBOGI, GEKISASBI 岨dAI
8BOGI, we found seven problem are掴 that may have 
been the re邸側 why these positio田 were hard to 

solve: . An horﾏzon effect due to cons舵utive checks, 
not calling the tsume shogi solver deep in the search 
tree, inaccurate evaluation 白nction， incorrect forｭ
ward pruning, problems with mate using unpr'か
moted pieces, insu値.cient hardware speed and probｭ
lems with the time allocation. 

We w週1 now discu錨 these problem are回 with
some examples. 

5 

thinks b1ac.k is losing and GEKISA.SBI gives white 
a big advantage. In AI SBOGI it is only p伺sible

to 田e a hint mode, without the option of looking 
at the variations or the evaluation ÍUDction 甲alue.
GEKISASBI comes very close to solving this position. 
When given more time, after 40 seconds GEKISA.SBI 
ch岨ges its mind to 8*2d, but st迎 gives the posι 
tion a big negative score, indicating that it is not 

able to find the winning variation. This is s出ilar
to the observation by Lindner in chess that fin必ng
the key move does not nec錨sarily me岨 that the 

円
4
u

a
n官

Horizon eft'ect and Tsume Shogi 

The position 泊Figure 1 is numb匂 750・3 阻.d w回
solved by 16% ofthe human r伺pondents. The 801uｭ

tion to this position is l.S*2d. A.fter 2.P玄2d 3.G*2c 
4.Kx2c 5.B3b+ leads to mate and 2.Kld 3.G*3e 
leaves white without defense. Th位e is no mate afｭ
ter 4.8吋i 5.K9g 6.N8e 7.K8f 8.+B5i 9.N7g. 
In this position TODAI SBOGI sel舵ts I.Pxle, 

GEKISA.SHI plays l.B3b+ and AI SHOGI plays 
I.G*3e. TODAI SBOGI'S 姐aly血 shows that it 

5.1 



The problem here seems to be an ﾎDaccurate evalｭ
uation ofthe position. After Bx2a+ K4a, the white 
king es姐P倒 and black h踊 not enough pi.目es to 
prevent this. None of the programs is able to corｭ
rectly 剖S欄 this， evaluating that the black attaek 
is strong enough to wﾎD. This is not a problem 
that can be 回，lved with more 総回ch power. Corｭ
E目t evaluation of the ch岨ces ofωcaping 岨 attack

lS necωsary. 

Anoth偲 re舗on why this position is 必:ffic叫t
might be the consecutive sacri:fices of 1.G2b and 
2.+B2c. There are oth位 positions in the test set 
where it is necessary to 蝿ぽ鵠ce an'祖mber of pieces 
in a row to set up a winning attack. It is .known that 
computer shogi programs do not give much priority 
to sac揃.ces. M伺t sacri:fices are j田than必ng over 
material and the search eft'o:此叫n better be spent 
elsewhere. 8acr温cesare 鶴町'ched shallowly or not 
searched at all, especially at higher search depths. 
In m帽t 伺ses， a single sacrifice w迎 ev.伺.tually be 
searched deep enough to come up with the solution, 
but these forward pruning schem伺 C岨 cause pro~ 
l四lS in the rare c回es where multiple sac討fices are 
needed like in the position ofFigure 3. Human playｭ
ers are good at r伺ognizing goals in positions and 
pla:がng mov.伺 to reach these goals, whether th倒e
mov，回 are sacri貧ces or not. It is not e踊Y to add 
the s岨e awaren舗 of goals into a shogi program, 
but the problem of forward pruning mov，伺 that are 
sacri:fices needs to be attended to. 

The position in Figure 4 is number 935-2 岨dwa雷
同，lved by 95% of the hum組問pond細胞. The scト
lu'“.on to this position is 1.P1c=. This is the rare 
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Figure 3: Inaccurate evaluation 白nclion example 
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position is 回，lv.吋.

We believe that the re副on why the programs c岨
not 回，lve this position liωin the number of checks 
that white st.温 h幽 in the position after 1.8・2d
2.K1d 3.G*3e. Th，ωe ch，田ks push the black WﾎD 

over the search ho:由on. To investigate this, we conｭ
structed a position in which white h剖 no horizon 
d句ks (Figure 2). T:抽 positiOD C岨 be solved by 
all three prograx回.

The position of Figure 1 not only indi伺.tes a 
problem with ho由onchecks. When GEKISASBI w.幽
given more time, it returns the fonowﾎDg variation: 
1.8*2d 2.K1d 3.G・3e 4.8*7i 5.Kx7i 6.N:z:2e 7.P%le 
8.+B%le 9.S:z:1e (Evaluati紘一1192). In t油 mι
ation, white h，回 a9-move mate after 5.Kx7i. Moreｭ
over, after 6.Nx2e black h.幽 a3戸movemate starting 
with 8:z:2c=. It seems clear that the program h踊
problems to :find mates that are deeper in the search 
tree. 

The p併品.tÎon 泊Figure 3 is numbぽ 755・3 血dw掴

solved by 51% of the hum岨 respond姐.ts. The 50-
lution to this position is 1.G2b. The only reply 
is 2.Gx2b, after which 3.B2c+ 4.G.J:3c 5.+B.J:3c is 
wmnmg. 

TODAI SBOGI plays 1.Bx2a+, judging the po岳
tion aft偲 2.K4a 3.G・6a副 W泊説明 for black. GBKｭ
ISASBI sel舵ts 1.S6h and also thinks black is wﾎDning 
after 2.+S513.N3g 4.+Sx6f 5.Nx2e 6.P5d 7.B:z:2a+ 
8.K4a 9.82b+ 10.R4i+ 11.N3c+ 12.+R%li. Finally, 
AI SBOGI also plays 1.S6h, also judging this wﾎDｭ
ning for black after 2.+85h 3.B:z:2a+ 4.K4a. 

Evaluation function and Forward 
Pruning 
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日伊re 4: Mate with a pawn drop example 

個se where not promoting a pawn is better th岨 pro

moting. 2.P*ld is now an illegal move (託 would be 
世田ing after 1.P1c+) and after 2.82•2f 3.K1d 慣
2.83e-2f 3.Kx2d, the black king escapes and black 
WlDS. 

In this position TODﾄI 8BOGI plays 1.+Px5b, acｭ
knowledging defeat. GBKlSﾄSBI plays the horizon 
check 1.N吋d， also indicating that black is losing. 
AI 8BOGI takωthe m倒tdr剖tic approach in this 
抑制.on: it resigns without playing a move! 

The problem here is that promotion of a pawn 
(位協同 orrook) is 血剖 always better. than not 
promoting. Most shogi programs take their ch岨伺S

組d improve the search e:飽ciency by deleting nonｭ
promotioDS of 戸.WDS 岨d major pie畑. This is a 
problem that will not be e踊Y to 位ploit it in actual 
game play, so it might not be a priority. There is 
one ar錨 that could 曲四e future probl咽鉱山ÏDk
ing in opponent time. This is b掴吋 upon gu伺血g

the oppon佃，t's move and searching these gu舗es

while the oppon佃.t thinks about his move. When 
there is no di1I'eren僧 between promotion and nonｭ
promotion of a move, a human player could select 
non-promotion b舵ause this would make the search 
in opponent time futile. After aU, current progr岨S
do not generate such non-promotions 岨d therefore 
this move w迎 never be guωsed. Our set of posiｭ
tiODS h幽 6 problen凶 wi出 non-promo.紙on ofpawn, 
rook and bishop, which 附ms ali叫e bit too much. 
One for each non-promotion of a piece should be 
岨.ough to ∞rver this problem area. 

5.4 Insufllcient Hardware Speed 

Ju mentioned 個rlier，倒伽.g the time limit to 30 
secon.也 is arbitrary，伺p剖allysin伺 our tests were 

Pぽformed on a 2GHz Pentium 4 machine. The 
fastest PCs on the market are about two times 
faster and it is likely that a number of positioDS that 
cou1d not be 同，lved on our hardware c組曲伺dybe
solved on 色ster hardware. To find the positioDS 
that are 酷:ely to be 回，lved without requiring 包
tra eft'ort, we al踊 gave the programs more thinking 
time to solve the positions. Forcing commercially 
available shogi programs to think long w，幽 m偲

pectedly complicated, but especially GEKISÄS町、
Choulcou mode w，剖 very helpful. This mode does 
not have a time limit, but searchωd僧P信. If a 
positionωuld be solved using this mode, we 踊・
sumed that hardware speed alone wo叫d 同on be 
enough to solve that position without 岨y further 
e宣orts into improving the search or the evaluation 
function. Our test 制 h個別 positioDS that c岨 be

solved using GBKISﾄSBI'S Choukou mode. 

5.5 Time Allocation 

In some positio:田， it w幽 not p伺sible to force the 
programs to think. Dω:pite set錨ng the time limit 
to 30 seconds (and often m位e th岨 that) ， the proｭ
grat回 wo叫d decide upon a move very quicJdy. We 
expected problems comparing this result with other 
programs 岨d with future VersiODS of the 制nep置か

gram, so we deleted the positions where this hapｭ
pened. In hindsight, this might have been an erｭ
ror of judgment，国 this behavior points to 皿other

problem area in shogi programs. When one move 
S偶ms much better than all the other mov.伺， the 
search is termÏDated 個rly to avoid 岨n傾ng the 
hum組 oppon.佃.t or to win time against a compu'加
opponent. By doing 回， there is the risk that a 
better move that c岨 only be 必scovered at higher 
search depths is not found. In later verlﾎons of our 
test set we might re-introduce the POsitiODS where 
this early t位mÏDation of the 民arch oc叩rred.

5.6 Overview 

In Table 2, the problem ar錨s for each position are 
given 副食店副 we were able to 副S舗 them using 
the 岨alysis tools in TODﾄI SBOGI and GBKISﾄsm. 
There are a 7 pωdtioDS for which the reason why 
the programs cou1d not 貧ndthe 阿，lution is 司nclear.

F町ther analy:血 isn伺ded to determine why thωe 
posi“0田 are di館cult. Note that 回.me positiODS 
have multiple reasoDS, like the posi:“.on of Fi伊re 1. 
In Table 3 the distribution of the problem areas 

is giv佃.恥脱ms that our test set has a re掴倒aable

balance betw.偶n the imp。訪岨t problem ar~凶. Inｭ
sufticio岨t hardware sp僑d is the main problem are&, 

but the remaining 69 POlÌtiODS 伺.DDot be 但pected
to be 踊Jved with faster hardware in the for伺伺・
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PO゚  Prob PO゚  Prob PO゚  Prob PO゚  Prob PO゚  Prob 

750-3 1, 2 804-6 5 852-5 2, 3 910-5 4 964-6 1, 3 I 
754-6 6 808戸3 2, 3 854-6 4 920-6 1, 4 966-6 ? 

755-3 3 808戸5 3 856・5 4 921-2 1 96~ト4 3 
755・6 1 809-3 3 856-6 6 922・6 1 968-5 1 
762-6 1 812・6 5 864-6 3, 4 924-6 1 968-6 3, 4 
765-4 1, 2 818戸6 3 865・6 5 925-5 4 973-5 6 
765同6 6 821-5 5 871-4 4 925・6 6 977-3 6 
769-5 6 821四6 4 873ト6 2 934-6 1 97~凶 3 
772-4 1 823-5 6 877.・5 2 935-2 5 988-2 4 
773-6 2 823帥6 6 879・4 4 942-6 5 988戸5 3 
779-6 9 825-6 4 887.・6 3, 4 948・3 4 990-6 6 
783-5 1 826同6 1 891-5 4 949-6 6 991-6 3, 4 
785-1 ? 828戸6 1 895・6 6 951司6 6 992-5 6 
785-4 守 831・6 2 898-6 3 952-5 3 993-6 3, 4 
785・5 6 833-5 6 899-3 1, 2 952・6 6 994-6 6 
786戸2 2 83ふ6 6 900-4 6 955-6 1 995-4 6 
786回6 2 838戸6 3 905・5 6 957.・5 6 1003-6 4 
799ド5 6 839-6 6 906戸3 3 963・4 6 1005陣2 ? 

800-6 6 842・3 4 908戸5 令 963声6 1 100ら5 6 
802-5 ? 846-5 6 9~ト6 6 964-5 6 1005-6 3 

Tab1e 2: The prob1em are幽 for each position. 1 = horﾏlon effect, 2 = tsume shogi, 3 = inaccurate 
ev&luation function 4 = incorrect forward pruning, 5 = mate using unpromoted pieces, 6 = insufl�ient 
hardware speed, ? = reason unclear. 

able future. H we consider mate by not promoting 
a pawn, rook or bishop of minor importance for acｭ
tu&l game p1ay, this 1eaves a minim&l test set of 63 
prob1ems with the main problem are邸.

Problem A rea Posno 

Ho討zon efFect 18 

Tsume shogi 11 

Inaccurate ev&luation function 20 

Incorrect forward pruning 19 

Mate using unpromoted pi田es 6 

Insu侃cient hardware speed 31 
Re剖on unclear 7 

seconds. This indicates that Todai Shogi has been 
improved, but it also indicates that our test set is 
hard 岨d that it will take a while before the maｭ
jority of positions c掴 be solved. Interesting is that 
the solved positions have difI位ent prob1em ar樋s.

The prob1em are.f凶 ofthe solved positions were inｭ
邸側ate ev&luation function (809・3 ， 921・2) ， ins岨・
悦nt hardware sp剖 (823・5 ， 949-6), ho由on efFect 
(826・6) and re剖on unclear (1005-2). It seems that 
TODAI SBOGI 6 w幽 improved in more than one 
area. 

Tab1e 3: The number ofpositions for each prob1em 7 Human vs. Computer 
area 

Thus far we have not had the time to make a de・
tailed comparison of the di宜erence between posiｭ
tions that are di飽cult to solve for human play-

6 Todai Shogi 6 Results 倒組d positions that are di鑑cu1t for comput倒・
When 100恒ng at Tab1e 1 it is clear that this diι 

Since the comp1etion of our 泊itial pro b1em ar伺 ference e垣.sts. There are prob1ems in our test set 
岨&lym， new v，位sions of the programs have b令 that c岨 be solved by more th岨 90% of the huｭ
come av必lable. TODAI SBOGI 6. TODAI SBOGI 7. m回 respondents. Table 4 gives a distribution of 
GEKISASBI3 岨d AI SBOGI 2004 are now 0湿地 the p位centag笛 against the number of p岨.tions.
Of 白紙 we current1y on1y have TODAI SBOGI 6 Almost half of the positions (46) can be solved 
available. There w回 no time for a thorough prob- by more than 50% of the human respondents. Furｭ
lem 回&lysis using the program, but we did run the th位more， there are 14 positions that c岨 not be 
test set using TODAI SBOGI 6. TODAI SBOGI 6 solved by the computer programs but can be solved 
W回 able to solve 6 of the 100 positions within 30 by more than 80% of the human respondents. 
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Pe陀:entage Pos 
0-10% 。

11-20% 12 
21-30% 18 
31-40% 10 
41-50% 13 

Pe何entage

51-60% 
61-70% 
71-80% 
81-90% 
91-100% 

Pos 
16 
7 
9 
9 
5 

what is di館c叫t ゐ，rhum岨s and what is di鑓c叫t 卲r 
computers. I� we look at Table 4, we see that even 
though most unsolvable positions are also di血c叫t
卲r human play.倒， íor m岨.y positions more than 
hal� o� the human respondents 卲und the corr田t

move. So íar, we have not inv，剖igated the reasons 
卲r this dift'erence and 卲r the moment th包 remains

Table 4: The number o� p剖itions solved by human a 咊ture work. 
players 卲r dift'erent perc佃，tage r岨ges

8 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have pointed out that current sets 
o� test positions あ，r shogi have shortcomings. We 
have proposed a set o� 100 positio田 that is gen.・

叫 (n卿 oíthe 紺ong compu加 programs co叫d

solve them) and points to specific problem are踊
in computer shogi. We have analyzed 同me o咜he 
problem are回 we dis∞Vぽed using the hint 岨d
組aly血 modes o� the programs we used in our 
同ts. We 卲und problems with an ho由on effect due 
to consecutive checks, not 伺血ng the tsume shogi 
solver d田p in the search tree, inaccurate evaluation 
function, problems with mate using 岨 unpromoted

pawu, incorrect 島問ard pruning, insu値cient hardｭ
ware speed and problems with the time allocation. 
We think these are踊 need to be improved to 咊rther 
improve the level o� computer shogi programs. 
B叫lding a test set o� positions that cannot be 

solved by strong shogi programs is by definition 
ongoing work. We a1r個dy reported that TODAI 
SBOGI 6 can 同，lve six o� the positions in our test 
set 50 these can be deleted 金'om the test set. Using 
other versions o� the programs will delete more poｭ
sitions. We are particularly interested in the results 
o� the versions that participated 泊 the CSA World 
Computer Shogi Tournament. 

Also, the incre掴e o� hardware speed will put 
more solutions within reach. We already know 
that a number o� positions c岨 be solved within 
60 蹴onds， so considering the specifications o� our 
hardware, th鑓ep伺itio脳 C回a1ready be co田idered

solved. 
On the other hand, there are new p伺itions that 

曲nbe added to the test 制. We a1ready pointed out 
that time allocation is a problem and adding p伺i

tions which seem to S'凶fer 企omthis problem might 
be a good idea. Also, since our analysis w;副賞n

ished, new positions have been p司blished in Shukan 
Shogi, which might turn out to be unsolvable for 
the top progra:幽 and point to new problem are回.
Finally, w.母国ed to íurtb位 investigate the 7 posiｭ
tions 卲r which we could not determine the problem 
area. 
Another line oírese世ch is the 必fi低価伺 between
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